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“I LOWB YOU”

What would happen if a crypto-currency project is founded by two
Losers?
All of this originated from the whimsical imagination of two Losers,
although at that time we couldn't imagine that a purely entertaining
project could trigger such a revolution in the crypto-currency circle.
In the real world, the gap between elites and civilians is wide.
That’s why we built such a world in blockchain, a community which is
formed by Losers.
As we move away from the real world, and leave aside the traditional
financial structures, this community is our new world, where we are
free to discover new ways to solve problems and connect with each other.
Indeed, the voice of one Loser is small, and the voice of ten
Losers is small. What about a thousand? Ten thousand?
When those Losers who have experienced failure connected with each
other, they will form a community. By reflecting on the projects that
failed us, we realized that the real power does not come from any
single person among us, but can come from us as a community.
"The revolutionary river water is pouring; as long as the river merges
here, it will definitely destroy the dyke" -C-Block
With such a clear objective, in order to unite the Losers, we began
to seriously develop the LoserCoin ecosystem.
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What is LoserCoin?
Losercoin is a project initiated by two poor guys from China, one
is a father of two kids from a village, the other one is a coder
living a miserable life by working 60 hours a week. Two founders
first heard about Bitcoin in 2017 and lost a shit ton of money
trading it. They started this project as an open journey and were
fully prepared to lose everything. The two founders have added their
whole life savings into the liquidity pool. It is guaranteed that the
project team will not manipulate the price of $LOWB due to lack of
capital, and there will be no rug pull.
LoserCoin official website:
https://losercoin.org/
The worldwide Losers are at a critical moment right now.
We have seen the outbreak of COVID-19 in 2020, forcing many people
to lose their jobs; we have seen that when large companies developed
vaccines, they refused to help people in the less-developed countries;
we have seen that the Federal Reserve announced the QE3, and the rich
people became richer. When there are nouns such as "privileged vaccine",
"power priority", "price increase", "inflation" and so on that ignore
the survival of Losers, we could see how small Loser's voice was.
A few months after these events became international news, Bitcoin
has just completed its historical peak. The origin of crypto-currency
is from Bitcoin, and Bitcoin was born to fight against privileged
powers. In the ever-changing world economic situation and political
landscape, crypto-currencies without a community can only helplessly
fight for its survival. For Losers, the rules of the game never favored
them; hence we have to build a community to help ourselves, to cosurvive.
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Our background
1. Self-intro of the creator
For some people, they wear suits and leather shoes, they wear gold
and silver, they can have beauties in both arms, they are handsome men
or women, they talk about crypto-currency and their lives... However,
they have nothing to do with us.
We are just Losers. Our homes are surrounded by walls. Our clothes
are ragged. The only outfit we can get is the old coat gifted by my
mother four years ago. Classmates and friends said that we both look
like beggars, and we have instant noodles for lunch every day.
As far as I can remember, we are two Losers. We met in high school
and we messed up almost everything. Really, in high school, no girl
would look at us; we lose every game, even the teacher laughed at
us. We sweared that when we grew up, we must be better selves.
But after many years, somehow, we repeated the mistakes of our
childhood. In Shanghai, we failed; also in crypto-currency, we lost
a lot of money. So, when we think of LOWB, our requirements are not
high. We want to make the bar lower, and lower, and hey, just lie down.
However. LOWB is our greatest victory ever.
Since having such an idea, we now have a complete Loser
community. LOWB has only been in curculation for half a year, but now,
we have more than 140,000 Losers, and there will be more and more.
This is the beginning of a Loser revolution. As the proud founder
of LoserCoin, we have put our life savings in the liquidity pool. We
promise not to run away ever.
Now, our question is: Are you low enough to be a Loser? Let the
Losers come back and be great again! Join our Loser community and get
your own LOWB token!
Chinese introduction video: What is Losercoin ($LOWB)? – YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hJs2lztG19I
English introduction video: What is Losercoin ($LOWB)? – YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FuFzCwSAy-k
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2. The cry of the rise
"FUCK THE WORLD" - a shout from a Loser in the community.

This cry interprets the consensus of our community to some extent.
We believe that by gathering the power of all Losers, we can create
something more powerful than Bitcoin can create. If there is no unity
of every Loser, the shout of “Fuck the world” is meaningless.

From the establishment of LOWB, we have been known as the No. 1
meme coin in China. This is not just a name. For many people, it is a
belief. It is the motivation to get up every morning to face the world.
It becomes the username, signature, and avatar of these supporters. Of
course, the avatar is from Loserpunk, which is the Loser’s version of
Cryptopunk.

Whether you are a new LOWB or an old LOWB, if you want to stand
under the banner of LOWB, you must follow our founding principles:

1. Losers are not afraid of price going to zero.
2. We are not a pre-allocated team. The talented members behind
LOWB have not cooperated before. They are a new team formed by a group
of Losers. When you join the LOWB army, no matter where you are in the
world, you will be able to find a position where your talents will be
best used in this army.
3. We will do name-calling together. (Imagine the scene where more
than 100,000 members in the telegram group snorted together).

If you accept all of these, then we will say to you: "I LOWB YOU".
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Introduction to LoserCoin Ecosystem
Why BSC？
Because the transaction fee of the BSC chain is low.
Only BSC？
In addition to the BSC chain, we also support other chains. ETH,
Polygon and OEC are the chains we support currently.
So, what ecosystem has been built on the three chains?
1. LoserSwap
We are committed to building the best decentralized ecosystem on
the planet. Our token is the seed of the LoserCoin ecosystem, and
LoseSwap is the basic staking platform for LoserCoin.

We are loyal to the holders, who provide us with the means to grow
exponentially. We will continue to expand this ecosystem so that it
may bring more and more people to the LoserSwap platform.

Our unique token economics, reliable design, solid technical
implementation, and the viral growth will enhance the power of the
platform and ultimately bring additional benefits to the ecosystem.

We know that with the strength of our unity and the strength of
Losers, we will successfully make improvements to the entire ecosystem,
which allows us to reach new spectacular heights together.

The future will be better!
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The tokens of LoserSwap
The development of LoserCoin token and LOWB Army has exceeded
expectations. As of the release time of this document and the release
of LoseCoin, we have become a decentralized ecosystem.

This makes $LOWB to go beyond its own definition, which is why
LoserCoin will become more sustainable and compelling. LoserCoin will
focus on the following items:

Loser Coin: $LOWB

On LoserSwap, LOWB can be mined. On this, we specifically cooperate
with abroad teams.

LoserSwap's Liquidity Protocol (LP) includes:

LOWB mining LOWB
LOWB mining GAME
LOWB + USDT LP pair mining LOWB
LOWB + GAME LP pair mining LOWB

Then, these mining pools will distribute rewards in proportion to
the holders of the aforementioned token pools.

LoseSwap URL: https://app.loserswap.org/
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2. Loser 's community
We have a strong community forum. Every moment there are Losers
scattered all over the world on the Loser forum
(https://losercointalk.org), sharing their own failure stories, and
explaining their own views on this. There are viewpoints on the world
economic situation; there are also comments and analysis from major
financial websites every day; there are LOWB briefings that produces
original content every day. These stories from each Loser, sometimes
make people laugh and sometimes fall into deep thought. When you
resonate with the author's article, you can use the "reward" button
under the post to tip the author you like. Your support is also one
Loser's support for another Loser. This is what we want to see.

We have always been emphasizing that there are Losers in the
world, and we will not forget any Loser. Losers in the Englishspeaking world will publish posts on LoserCoin_Official
(https://www.reddit.com/r/Losercoin_Official) every day. This is
their base. At the same time, our Twitter
(https://twitter.com/loser_coin) is constantly publishing the latest
roadmaps. At present, more than 20,000 losers have followed us. When
you see these sentences, you should know what to do .

Want to get instant feedback from Losers?
Telegram group of 100,000 Chinese Losers: https://t.me/Loser_coin
Telegram group of 30,000 English Losers:
https://t.me/Loser_coin_english
We welcome the arrival of every new Loser. Many interesting
topics have been born here, and laughter has always been the main
theme.
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3. NFT Sector
1) LoserPunk NFT
LOWB has currently issued 666 NFTs on its own NFT platform, LOWB NFT
Market (https://losernft.org). The Loserpunk sold at the highest
price is number #000, named Loserking, and the transaction price is
$7,000 (40,000,000 LOWB) on the day sold.

2) LoserCoin All-Profession NFT
The All-Profession NFT blind box is a special NFT work created by
artists from the LoserCoin community to salute to Loser workers in
all walks of life. The total number of NFT blind boxes is 10,000,
with the coverage of 100 occupations.

The LoserCoin All-Profession series of blind box are issued on
GateIO. As of the time of writing, the LoserCoin all-professional
series of blind box activities have been ranked first in the GateIO
popular NFT collections. The total transaction amount has reached
204.2K (USDT), and the number of holders has reached 1051. At
present, the highest transaction price of a single NFT has reached
299USDT, which is a premium of 3,222% compared to its original price.
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4. Game Sector
LoserCoin currently has a variety of games, dedicated to adding
entertainment to Loser's lives.
Game platform URL: https://losergame.org/
The main games are as follows:
1) LoserPoker
LoserPoker is a web H5 game, which contains 6 games such as mahjong,
slot machine, fishing, Chinese dragon, and run-fast Poker. Compared
with the well-known QQ game, LoserPoker is simpler and more exciting.
No account password is required to log in. After connecting to the
wallet, you can experience all the exciting games.

With absolute fairness, each wallet address will have 20,000 gold
beans as the initial amount every day. Golden beans are refreshed at
0 am every day, and the golden beans you earned the day before will
be zeroed. You can check the top 20 records through the leaderboard
in the upper right corner of the game homepage.

Oh, by the way, if you still feel unsatisfied, we have also prepared
tournaments for you, such as Doudizhu tournament, Two-player Mahjong
tournament, and run-fast Poker tournament. Some extra games are
coming soon: Chinese Chess and Texas Hold'em. Stay tuned!

Game URL: http://lbgame-h5.Loserpoker.net
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2) LoserLand
Prologue: The Age of Punk

Long, long ago, a group of Loser punks lived on the continent of
Luther. Their biggest hobby is to pick up free coins. Every day they
are prepared to pick up the LOWB on the ground everywhere.
However, behind this seemingly peaceful life, a crisis is coming
quietly.

Chapter 1: Squid Game

In June of the first punk year, in an adventure, a punk discovered a
square gold mine. He excitedly greeted his friends to come to the
mine to mine LOWB.

Soon everyone discovered that the closer to the center of the mine,
the richer the mine is. Everyone scrambled to get closer to the
center, and even attacked each other.

Should they leave the game and return to a life of Loser, or to fight
with fate and become a successful punk? The punks are about to make
their decision.

Game instructions

(1) The game is an on-chain game. All actions will consume action
points. When the action points are insufficient, the player will not
be able to perform any operations. When the action point is less than
10, please exchange 1000 gold coins for 100 action points in time.
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(2) Lutherland is a turn-based game, and each person can only move
once per round. The S1 season included 188 rounds. In the entire
game, players tries to grab as many treasure chests as possible
through 188 operations.

(3) All players share the same system time, and the game system
advances to the next round every half an hour. Players can plan the
movement in each round in advance, but the treasure chest can only be
opened when the system time reaches the corresponding round.

(4) When the player opens the treasure chest alone, all the gold
coins in the treasure chest will be awarded to that player. When
multiple players open the treasure chest in the same round, they
share the gold coins.

(5) After the game is over, players will share the total LOWB rewards
in proportion to the amount of gold coins they earned.

Game URL: https://Losernft.org/game
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3) Taoyuan Stone Gates
In the Middle Ages, a group of happy little LOWBs living in
Xiayuan Village. One day a group of idle LOWBs came to the nearby
water pool under Shijia Mountain to play water. Suddenly, they found
a new path which was never been explored yet...
They walked along the path, and there were pink peach blossoms
along the way. After crossing the flower path, they met and saw a
huge stone cave. There are ten stone gates in the cave, and the stone
gates are respectively engraved with "Peach Stone Road", "Luomen
Port", "Luchengguan", "Xianwu", etc.
The LOWBs approached and found that there was a small stone cave
under each stone gate. The cave was just enough to put coins such as
LOWB and okt. The LOWBs tried to throw some LOWB and okt into the
caves; after a few trials, they found that a stone door suddenly
opened.
There was a luminous token (NFT) in the pocket of LOWB who had
opened the correct stone gate, and the token guided them into the
gate. Later, they discovered that after every ten trials, one stone
gate would open, and the person who had opened the correct stone gate
would disappear.
The LOWBs were amazed. They didn’t know where their missing
friends went, and of course they didn’t know that the follow-up
story was slowly unfolding...

game instructions:
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In the prologue, game players can use LOWB to participate in the
lottery. A prize will be randomly drawn after 10 participants.
Winners can get the NFT of Shimen token, which will be used as the
key to the next game. At the same time, players who participate in
the lottery can also get some Wuyang Stone. Wuyang Stone will be used
as the gold coin in the following games.

The game backend will be deployed on the OEC test chain
Game URL: Coming soon
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4)

LOWBCraft
LOWBCraft is a blockchain game similar to the classic game

"Minecraft". The economic system in the game will focus on LOWB.
There will be a thrilling gunfight mode, as well as the favorite
leisure and entertainment mode.

Its appearance will bring a different ecology and vitality to
LoserCoin. The development team will release the game soon, so stay
tuned!

Game Demo:
https://opensea.io/assets/matic/0x2953399124f0cbb46d2cbacd8a89cf05999
74963/262731984719252773133531419878253485661126337030280057031814103
22685758537729
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5) Shorting mechanism
Users can stake usdt assets to borrow a quantity of lowb equal to
85% of the collateral value.
Formula of Borrowing Fee: borrowing fee = value of lowb lent *
(current block - lent block) * (interest rate base point /
100000000000).
Formula for calculating risk level: risk level = (borrowed coins
value + borrowing fee) * lowb price / staked usdt.
The user can get back the staked usdt after returning all the
lowb with the incurred borrowing fee.
However, when the risk level exceeds 95%, anyone can initiate a
forced liquidation, forfeit the borrower's usdt to the contract and
receive a commission of $2.
After the forced liquidation, the user does not need to return
the borrowed lowb, but also can not redeem the staked usdt. So the
user should pay attention to control the risk level and avoid the
forced liquidation when the price rises sharply.

How to borrow $LOWB for shorting
Suppose the price of lowb is $1. User A stakes 100 usdt and
borrows 80 lowb on the first day. After borrowing, user A immediately
sells lowb and gets 80 usdt. (At this time, it is equivalent to using
20 usdt shorting 80 lowb, which is 4 times leverage.
The next day, lowb falls to $0.75, at which point the user spends
60 usdt to repurchase 80 lowb. After returning 80lowb and 1 day's
interest of 0.1 lowb, user A gets back 100 usdt, netting 20 usdt.
Another possibility is that the next day lowb rose to $1.2, at
which point the risk level rose to 96%, exceeding the liquidation
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threshold. After liquidation, the user cannot get back the pledged
usdt and has a net loss of 20 usdt.
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5. Metaverse Sector
LoserCoin has always focused on the meta-universe development and
firmly believes that the meta-universe is a neccesity of human life in
the future. This is a paradise for Losers. We are currently cooperating
with a game company in Singapore and are working on related ecology.

At present, LoserCoin has been listed on the meta universe section of
FeiXiaohao: https://www.feixiaohao.co/concept/73.html
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LoserCoin Tokenomics
Maximum supply: 100 Billion

Distribution

Amount(LOWB)

Ratio

Loserswap farming

40 billion

40%

Community Incentives

30 billion

30%

Pancake Liquidity

10 billion

10%

Marketing

10 billion

10%

Development

10 billion

10%

LOWB BSC Contract: 0x843D4a358471547f51534e3e51fae91cb4Dc3F28
LOWB Matic Contract: 0x1c0a798b5a5273a9e54028eb1524fd337b24145f
LOWB OKEX Contract: 0x08963Db742Ab159F27518D1D12188f69AA7387FB
LOWB ETH Contract: 0x69e5C11a7C30f0bf84A9faECBd5161AA7a94decA
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LOWB D.A.O
We created the LoserCoin governance mechanism on Snapshot .

Everything has an end. Everyone will have the day to leave.
Since there is no centralized team, no funds, and no direct
leadership, what will happen to LOWB if every founder leaves? Does
decentralization really work? How can we guarantee things are
driven entirely by the community, like BTC or DOGE?

When the Losers stayed here to protect the community from
scammers and crooks, the team of volunteers did an amazing job and
built the future of LoserCoin through Snapshot .

This mechanism is the beginning of a new era for Losers. When
the time is right, LoserCoin will become a key link between the
decentralized world and the global Losers, enabling us to realize
our vision of widespread adoption of DeFi cryptocurrency.

Finally, we would like to say thank you to all of you who chose
to stay in the Loser community. Without your participation, we
would not have known that there will be so many Losers with the
same fate in the world. Although there are tens of thousands of
stories about failures we had, finally we meet with each other.
The Losers are closely connected and we voice together, loud enough
to make the world hear.

"I LOWB YOU".
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LoserCoin Information Summary
Project official website: https://losercoin.org/
Project email: support@losercoin.org
Project mining address: https://app.loserswap.org/
Project game: https://losergame.org/
Project NFT market: https://losernft.org/ (BSC chain)
https://matic.losernft.org/ (Polygon chain)
Project Forum: http://losertalk.org/
Project official Twitter: https://twitter.com/loser_coin
Project Telegram Community: https://t.me/loser_coin (CN)
https://t.me/loser_coin_english (EN)
https://t.me/LowbTR （TR）
Project Discord：https://discord.gg/VVuBYySf
Project Reddit community:
https://www.reddit.com/r/Losercoin_Official/
Project Github: https://github.com/losercoin
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